
COMMUTING UNDLATERAL SHIFTS
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Abstract. Examples are given to show that two commuting

unilateral shifts (of dimension oo, » or m, n with 2^m, n<x)

need not commute with a unilateral shift of multiplicity one.

An operator V on a Hilbert space 3C is called a unilateral shift of

multiplicity k if V is an isometry such that V\f=i Vn3C= {o} and

dim(3COF5C) =k (see [4], [5]). Every unilateral shift of multiplicity

one is unitarily equivalent (=) to M, on H2 (where (MJ) (e'e) = eief(e'e)

for /EH2 (circle)). <pEH2 is called an inner function if | (p(eie) | = 1 a.e.

Proposition (See Corollary 3 in [l]). A family of commuting

unilateral shifts { Va} „ba can be represented as multiplications by inner

functions on H2 if and only if there is a unilateral shift of multiplicity

one that commutes with all the Va-

in studying the structure of families of commuting isometries, one

would like to know whether the preceding proposition describes all

families of commuting unilateral shifts. We show that this is not the

case by exhibiting commuting unilateral shifts that do not commute

with a unilateral shift of multiplicity one. We would like to thank

Professor R. G. Douglas for suggesting the above problem. Of course,

every unilateral shift commutes with a unilateral shift of multiplicity

one.

Let Z+2 be the product of two copies of the nonnegative integers.

For any Hilbert space 3C, we define l2(Z+2, X.) to be the Hilbert

space of square summable functions from Z+2 into X. Consider

operators Vi and V2 on l2(Z+2, 3C) defined by

(Vxa)n,m = an-i,m       if » 1 1,

= 0 if » = 0

and
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(F2a)n.m = an.m-i        if OT ̂  1,

= 0 if m = 0,

for a = ian.n/)El2iZ+2, X). Then 17 and Vi are commuting unilateral

shifts of infinite multiplicity such that V\ commutes with V2 . Hence

by Theorem 9 in [l] V\ and Vi cannot commute with a unilateral

shift of multiplicity one. We remark that any two commuting uni-

lateral shifts Ui, Ui that satisfy Ui commutes with U2 are unitarily

equivalent to the above operators for some Hilbert space X [l].

For any two integers 2^ re, m<<x>, we now construct commuting

unilateral shifts of multiplicity re and m, which do not commute with

a unilateral shift of multiplicity one. We assume 2^Kgm<». Define

Ao and ^4i on X = re-dimensional complex space by

Aoiyi, j-2, • • • , yn) = (0, yi, ■ ■ ■ , yn-i)

and

Aiiyi, yi, • ■ ■, yn) = iyn, 0, 0, • • •, 0).

We then define Vn and Vm on 3C = 2»=o @ X by V„=U+ and

Vm = A0+U+Ai where for (x0, xx, x2, ■ ■ ■ )E3C,

U+ixo, xi, x2, ■ ■ ■ ) = (0, x0, xi, x^ ■ ■ ■ )

and ^4i(x0, Xi, x2, • • • ) = 77x0, ^4tXi, A,Xi, - - - ) for i = 0, 1. Clearly

V„ and Vm are unilateral shifts of multiplicity re and m respectively.

Claim 1. V:=Vl.
Claim 2. dim ((7n3C)xn(Fm3C)-L) = 1.

Let us assume these two facts for the moment, and show that

Vn and Vm cannot commute with a unilateral shift of multiplicity one.

Suppose Vn and Vm did commute with a unilateral shift W of multi-

plicity one. Then

n m

W^Me, V.^TLMB   , Vm^HMs
.=1     "•' J=l     fit

where Ba is the Blaschke product (a/|a|) [(a— z)/(l — tiz)] for

|a| <1 (see Lemma 5 in [3]). But since F™= Vm

/   _n_ \m /     m \n

(SO -(H*v-
Hence II?-i Pv,-= n™-i P^- But this contradicts Claim 2, since

either there exist some i, k such that ai9^ak, in which case there must

exist j, I such that Bj = a,- and ft = ak and hence
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dim((F„3C) J-n (Fm3C)J-) S; dim((MB MB H2)±) = 2,
a< at

orai = a for all i, in which case Bj = (3 for all j, and hence

dim((F„3C)-L r\ (Fm3C)J-) = dim((M^ H2)±) = n ^ 2.

In either case Claim 2 is contradicted. Thus V„, Vm cannot commute

with a unilateral shift of multiplicity one.

Claim 2 is obvious so we now prove Claim 1. Since Ao and Ax

commute with U+, we note that

Vl=(A0+Um+Ax)n=±Um+kBk

4=0

where

Bo = io = 0,

Pi =      22     AoAxAo\
!,+ J 2=»-l

#2 =        22       Ao'AiAo'A^o \
(l+ i 2+ ( 3=n-2

Pn-i =      22     AxlA0Ax'
Jl+ i 2—n-l

Bn = Anx= 0.

But then Pi = 7, since, for / = 0, 1, •••,» — 1,

A0AiAo       =Ei+1,

where Et(yx, • ■ • , yf) = (0, 0, ■ ■ • , y{, 0, ■ ■ •, 0). To see this, merely

use matrix multiplication. In addition Bk = 0 for k = 2, ■ ■ • ,n — l, be-

cause AxA'oAx = 0 for /_« —2, again by matrix multiplication. Thus

y»= £7™ = F™, and Claim 1 is verified.

If n and m are relatively prime integers then the semigroup of

operators { V(g)* = V*f V^ for g = kn+lm, k, 1^0} is unitarily equiv-

alent to backward translation on /2(S, C) for S= {kn+lm:k, T^0}.

In fact, this provided the motivation for the examples [2]. In this

case the minimal unitary extension of the isometric semigroup

{ F* Vlm} consists of bilateral shifts which do commute with a bilateral

shift of multiplicity one.
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